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                           Ab stract

(I) Magnetic field dependences of the far-infrared photoconductivity

spectra of GaAs with donor concentrations of 4.7Å~lo14rv2.oxlo15cm'3

have been investigated at 4,2K. For low impurity concentration cases,

we have six spectral peaks at a magnetic field in the photoconductivity

spectra due to the electron transitions from the ground state to the

excited states of the shallow impurity center. It is found from the

comparison of the experimental results with the calculations by the

variation rnethod that the electronic states of the shallow donors in

an usual magnetic field range can be precisely expressed by harmonic

oscillator wave functions rather than hydrogen-like ones.

    Donor concentration- and magnetic field-dependences of the spectral

line widths in a magnetic field are studied and the broadening effects

are attributed to the increasing of the interactions between the neigh"
                'boured donors with increasing donor concentrations or with decreasing

magnetic field.

(II) In order to investigate the far-infrared photoconductivity mechanism

in impurity doped GaAs, we measured the impurity concentration dependent

photoconductive response as a function of temperature, and we also measured

the Hall coefficient and resistivity vs temperature curves in various

impurity concentrations for comparison. For the explanation of the

 'experimental results of the photoconductivity, the cascade capture

theory and its modified forms are used.

    In a low impurity concentration case, photoconductive responses

associated with the transitions from the ground state to the conduction

band and those with the transitions from the ground state to the 2p



excited state are qualitatively explained by the cascade capture model.

The mechanism of the photoconductivity associated with the 2p excited

state is believed to be photo-thermal ionization. The smallness of the

apparent activation energy of the electron in the 2p state experimentally

obtained is well interpreted by the cascade capture model.

    rn a high iTrpurity concentration case, the experimental results

of the photoconductivity vs inverse temperature curves are appreciably

deviated from the calculated ones by the normal cascade capture model.

rt is supposed that the ahove discrepancy is originated in the changes

of the ekcited levels with increasing i!rrpurity concentration. we propose

a modification of the cascade capture model, in which the role of the

high excited states transfering the electronsfrom the lower states to

the conduction band is reduced with increasing donor concentration.

We also introduce for highly doped sanrpies an irnpurity conduction through

the 2p excited states to explain the invariant of the number of the

photoconductive carrier with temperature in the low temperature region.
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gl. Introduction
    Most of the investigations on the inrpurity states in Gel) and

si2) have been done by means of the galvanomagnetic effects in wide

temperature ranges, and several impurity concentration effect have been

observed. 'Ihe impurity conduction or conduction in the impurity band

is believed to occure in considerably low temperature region 'for heavily

doped semiconductors, though many problems have remained unsolved

for the intermediately doped samples. The progress in the techniques

of high quality sample preparations for InSb have brought many interesting
                                                'reports on the galvanomagnetic effects of this material.

At present, we have many data of the magnetic field and electric field

effect on the material containing the magnetically induced Mott transition

effect3) and the strong non-ohmic properties4) due to the hot eiectron.

    On the other hand, the far-infrared investigations for these rnaterials

have become active in these ten years, and many new information on the

excited states of impurity centers in the semiconductors have been added

to our knowledges. One of the main subjects in the study of the

far-infrared absorption spectra for Ge,5'6'7) si8) and insb9) is the

energy states of the localized shallow donors, and especially the effect

of the magnetic field on the energies in the low impurity concentration

case. Another subject is concerned with the variation of the absorption

spectra with increasing impurity concentration, being related to the

                                                            10,11)impurity conduction. The far-infrared photoconductivity in Ge

and Insb12'13) have been also measured. The photoconductivity measure-

rnents can be also considered as one of the most powerful tools for the

study on the impurity states of the semiconductors and this phenomena

have been practically utilized as far-infrared detectors.
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    We have known from the theoretical and experimental investigations

on the intpueiry states in Ge and Si that the electronic levels of the

shallow donors can be expressed by the hydrogenic rnodel for low impurity

concentration sarTrples, and this model becomes invalid being,due to the

interactions between the neighboured donors with increasing donor

concentrations. In the case of Ge and Si, their complex energy bands

make difficult the corrparisons between the experimental results and the

theory. While in the case of InSb, the overlappings of the wave functions

due to the large Bohr radius of the material prevent us to measure the

isolated properties of the donors.

                                                         14)                                                             have    Recently the techniques for the crystal-growth of GaAs,

considerably advanced by the method of the so-called "epitaxial growth"

and it has enabled us to carry out the study on the donor states of GaAs.

Fortunately, the conduction band has its minirnum at zero-wave vector,

that is, the band is isotropic around the minirnum and in addition to

it, the effective mass has an appropriate value for rnany studies.

                                                  15,16)Measurements of the galvanomagnetic effects in GaAs                                                        have been

carried out, and various properties associated with the impprity states,

such as the non-metal to metal transition of the conductivity, the

conduction in a high magnetic field, and the non-Ohmic behavior due to

the hot electron, are observed simultaneously by the use of the single

material GaAs. Far-infrared photoconductivity measurements for

GaAs17'V22) have been mainly performed for the specirnens with low impurity

concentrations. The main purpose of the measurements was the study on

the energy states of the isolated donors in GaAs and the developement

of far-infrared photoconductivity detectors with high sensitivity and

short response time.

                                -2-



    The investigation of the impurity concentration dependence of

photoconductivity is very interesting not only from the view point of

solid state physics, but also from the point of detector technology.

That is,physicistshave interested in the changes of the energy states

of impurity centers with increasing donor concentrations and technologysts

have looked for the optimum condition of the donor concentration for the

photoconductive response. Though we have many reports on the impurity +

concentration dependence of galvanomagnetic effects in GaAs, only two

       23,24)              were concerned with the impurity concentration effects onreports

photoconductiivities and optical absorption coefficients. Moreover,

even in the papers, they reported only about the fact that the line

width associated with the electron transitions from the ground state

to the first excited state of iTxpurity center becomes broader and the ' t

photoconductive response becomes smaller with increasing donor concent-

   .ratlons.

    The present paper can be divided into two subjects; one of them

is the study of the effects of the magnetic field on the localized

energy levels in GaAs by means of far-infrared photoconductivity

techniques and the experimental results are compared with the theoretically

expected levels calculated by the variation method. The other one is

the study of the effects of the impurity concentration on the photo-

conductivity. The measurements of the photoconductivity are performed

as a function of temperature and the mechanism of the photoconductivity

change with impurity conceritration will be discussed.

-3-



g2. Experimental procedures
                                                                      '
    The samples used in thepresentexperiment were grownby vaporphase epi-

taxy on Cr-doped semi-insulating GaAs crystals having (100) oriented

surface. The physical properties are listed in Table 1. Electrical

contacts to the samples were made by alloying pure tin to the epitaxial

layers at about 3500C in reducing atomosphere.

    The experimental arrangements shown in Figs.1 and 2 were prepared

for the electrical measurernents and also used for the photoconductivity

measurements. In all the measurements for temperatures between 4.2K

and 1.6K, the sarnples were immersed in liquid helium and for temperatures

above 4.2K, the sample chainber was kept in vacuurn, and the temperature

was increased by inanganin heater. The temperature were estimated by

measuring the change of the resistivity of a germanium probe having donor

concentration of gxloi4crn'3 1) in a dark condition.

    The resistivity, p, and the Hall coefficient, RH, of the sample were

measured by van der paw's rnethod 25) in a dark condition. while the

                                                'contpensation ratios of the sa:nples were calculated by applying the

Brooks-Herring formula to the relatidn between the mobility and carrier

concentration at 77K and 3ooK.26)

    In the photoconductivity measurement, the electrical current was

flown to the specimen using a constant current circuit and the signal

voltage between the electrodes, which were contacted to the both sides

of the sample, was anrplified by high input impedance amplifier shown in

Fig.3.

    The instmment enrployed was a Hitachi model FIS-21 far-infrared

spectrometer, and the monochromatic light from the spectrometer was

-4-



introduced into a light pipe. A superconducting magnet of Nb-Zr was

used for the measurements in a magnetic field. In the photoconductivity

measurements, the sample position relative to the magnetic field in the

light pipe was varied so that the relative angle between the electric .

field vector E of the incident light and the magnetic field vector ri

could be changed. The configuration in which the sarnple surface is

                 •perpendicular to H will be called "nearly Faraday configuration" and

that in which the surface is paralle'1 to rt "nearly Voigt configuration".

The reason for calling "nearly" is that in the light pipe system a mix-

                         ÅÄ-ing of the components of E perpendicular and parallel to H is unavoidable.
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g3. Magnetic field effeets on,shallow donor states

3-1. Preliminaries

    The problems of impurity states in semiconductors in magnetic fields

have been studied by a number of investigators. One of their interests

is the magnetic field dependences of the energy levels of impurity centers.

Generally relative magnetic field intensity is represented by a parameter

y,27) which is the ratio of the zero point energy of the lowest Landau

level ficoc/2 to the Coulornb binding energy R.y', that is;

                Y'rias.!2R;• (3•1•1)

    In a magnetic field, a donor electron receives two main interactions,

the Coulomb force due to the positively charged ion, and the force due

to the applied magnetic field. In low field cases, y<<1, the magnetic

interaction can be recognized as a small perturbation so that usual hydro-

genic Zeeman effect is observed and the electronic state of the impurity

center is characterized by the symbols (n2m), where n is the principal

quantum number, k the quantum number for the orbital momentum, and m the

quantum number for the angular momentum. In high field cases, y>>1,

the Coulomb interaction becomes a small perturbation, so that the behaviour

of a donor electron resembles to a free carrier in a magnetic field and

the electronic state of impurity center is characterized by (NMX), where

N is the principal quantun number, M the quantum number for the angular

momentum about the magnetic field, and X designates the bound Coulomb r

states.

    Kleiner28) and Elliot-Loudon29) predicted the relations between (n2m)

state and- (NMX) state using the concept of no?dal sur,faee conservation.

                                                 '
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These relations are

             m =M,

           n- 2e l= N' 112 (M' IM I), (3.1.2)
           Åí-lml = x.

The transition from the low field approximation, (hydrogenic model), to

the strong field approximation, (harmonic oscillator model), occurs in

the intermediate field, y21, Therefore, the investigation in the inter--

mediate region is very interesting.

    Far-infrared magneto--optical investigations for InSb and Ge.haVe been

performed. In experiments of inslj?"12,13) three peaks which correspond

to the transitions from (OOO) to (OIO), (OOI) and (110) in the symbol

(NMX) were observed. However these experiments were carried out in so

high field range of 10'vlOOkOe which correspond to y of 7N70 that these

results correspond only to the case of the high field limit. At fields

much less than 10kOe and in currently available sainples, the donor electron

is no longer localized electron in a impurity state.

    In the case of Ge, 7,13) the experiments were carried out in the

field range of ON50kOe which correspond to y of OtvO.8 and the theoretical

analysis were also performed using the variation rnethod. However, the

complications due to the many valley of the conduction band and the

necessity of the central cell corrections for the ground state occured

in the comparison between the experimental results and theoretical ones.

    Recently crystal-growth technics for GaAs14) have advanced and it

has: enabled us to carry out the far-infrared photoconductivity measure-

ments of high purity epitaxial growth GaAs. The study of the donor state

                                -11-



in GaAs can be done in the 10W and intermediate field tegion and more-

over, this material has conduction band of single valley. Therefore GaAs

is considered as one of the most ideal materials to investigate donor

states in a magnetic field.

    Magneto-optical spectra in high purity GaAs crystals have been ob-
                                              19)                       18)
served by Kaplan et al. and Stillman et al.                                                  independently. Kaplan

et al. have measured the photoconductivity spectra with santples of donor

concentrations IN7Å~101gcm'3 in magnetic fields up to SOkOe. They assigned

to the four remarkable peaks in their spectra the transitions from the

ground state (OOO) to the excited state (OIO), (OOI), (110) and (210) in

the symbol (NMX). They have considered 2p(m=-1), 2p(m=O), 2p(m=+1) and

3p(m=+1) correspond to (OIO), (OOI), (110) and (210) respectively by

using the relations (3.i.2). Besides they calculated the energies of

(OOO), (OIO), and (110) in magnetic fields with the hydrogenic effective

mass theory and found a good agreement between their experirnental curves

and the theoretical ones.
                                                  '
    Stillman et al. have made measurements of the far-infrared photo-

conductivity spectra using purer epitaxial GaAs crystals (the donor con-

centration=4.sxloi3cm'3) than those of Kaplan et al. in magnetic field

up to 29.9kOe and they observed six distinguished peaks. They assigned

to these peaks, successively from the lowest energy, the transitions

from the ground state ls to the excited hydrogenic donor states 2p(m=-1),

2p(m=O), 2p(m=+1), 3p(m=-1), 3p(m=O), and 3p(m=+1). Furthermore, they

perforrned variational calculations for ls and 2p(m=Å}1) using the trial

functions given by Larsen31) and confirmed a good agreement between the

theory and the experimental results.
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3-2. Photoconductivity spectra in a rnagnetic field

    In order to study magnetic field dependence of the donor levels and

to exarnine the selection rules, far-infrared photoconductivity for the

high purity specimen (TU4714) in a magnetic field for "nearly Faraday and

Voigt configuration" has been carried out. The spectral responce of the

photoconductivity at 4.2K per unit incident power in "nearly Faraday con-

figuration" is shown in Figs.4, 5, and 6 for magnetic fields of O, 12.5

and 27.6kOe respectively.

    In a zero magnetic field a sharp peak at 35.5cm-1, a weaker band over

the shorter wavelength side, and a sharp decay of the response towards

the longer wave length side are observed. In an applied magnetic field

the sharp peak in zero field splits into a triplet and other peaks are

observed. These results indicate that these peaks are due to transitions

between the ground state and the excited states of a shallow donor levels

in GaAs. The photoconductivity frequencies as functions of magnetic

field are plotted by circles in Fig.7. In the sarne figure, a part of the

resuits obtained by Kap!an et ai.18) (squares) and those by stinman et

al.19) (triangles) are plotted for comparison. The three sets of data

obtained independently are seen to be in good accord within experimental

errors. To examine the selection rules Am=Å}1, or O, the results of the

photoconductivity measurements in nearly Faraday configuration were

compared with those in nearly Voigt configuration. Fig.8 shows the spectra

at 12.SkOe, where peaks A and B correspond to the first and second lines

from the bottom in Fig.7, and C and D to the highest two lines in the

figure. The photoresponses are normalized at the A and D peaks respectively.

The hight of the B peak assigned as ls•2p(m=O) by Stillman et al. or

(OOO).(OOI) by Kaplan et al. differs in the two configurations by a

                              - 13 -
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factor of five, which indicates that this peak corresponds to a transition

with dn=O. On the other hand, the C peak assigned as lsÅÄ3p(m=O) by

Stillman et al. changes at most by 10 Oio between the two configurations,

showing that this peak hardly corresponds to a transition with Arn=O.

    Donor concentration dependence of photoconductivity spectra in a

magnetic field is also observed. Fig.9 shows the normalized photoconduc-

tivity spectra in nearly Faraday configuration for specimens, TU6114,

FU1215, and FU2015 at 4.2K and at 27.6kOe. These peaks correspond to

the transition from (OOO) to (110) in the (NMX) syrnbol. Though the line

width of the photoconductivity curve broadens, the position of the

maximum response of the line does not shift with increasing donor concent-

ration.

    Fig.10 shows the magnetic field dependences of the line width of the

various peak lines for the high purity specimen TU6114. All line widths

become narrow with increasing magnetic field and converge to a constant

value (about 1.3cm'1) above 15kOe. Besides (OOO)ÅÄ(OOI) line width is

slightly broader than (OOO)+(110) and (OOO)ÅÄ(OIO) line widths. However

the spectral line widths above 15kOe are limited by the resolution of the
                                                         22)
spectrorneter. In a similar experiment by Stillrnan et al.                                                             by the use

of Fourier spectrometer with a resolution of O.076cm'1, they indicate

that each transition peak can be separated to three peaks. This results

mean that three different residual and unidentified donor impurit.i'es in

epitaxial GaAs realize the Slightly different energy position of the

ground states due to the central cell corrections. In the experiment

shown in Fig.10, the resolution of the spectrometer is about O.9cm-1,

hence the line width above 15kOe can be ascribed to the unresolved line

width.
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was about o.gcm'i.



    The variational calculation for the donor states in magnetic field

shows that the electronic wave functions of the states are shrinked with

increasing magnetic fieid and the orbit of (OOI) state has a larger radius

tlian those of (110) and (OIO) states. These magnetic field dependences
  '
of the orbit radii are calculated in the next section and shown in Figs.

12 and 13. •'
    The mechanism of the concentration broadening of the donor spectmm

'

is probably due to the overlapping of the electronic wave functions

between the excited states of neighbouring donors. This effect cannot

be negleeted even in high purity specimen, TU6114, in a weak and zero

magnetic field.
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3-3, Theoretical considerations

(a) Calculations

    The electronic states of the shallow donors in a magnetic field can

be described in the effective mass approximation. The Hamiltonian

operater with the magnetic field along the z-axis, using effective

Rydberg (Rg=m*e412ri2K2) and effective Bohr radius (aE=Krh21m'e2) as units

of energy and length respectively can be written in the cylindrical

coordinates (p,Åë,z) as

             .-v2-iya!aÅë+y2.p214-2.(p2+z2)-1!2, (3.3.i)         ?IZ

                                    '

where magnetic field is expressed in terms of y.

    Energies of the shallow donors in the two limiting cases (yÅÄO, and

y-,oo) are solved exactly using Eq.(3.3.1). In one limiting case (y+O), the

localized states of the electron can be described as hydrogenic states

having the energies

                   2            En=-1/n , (n=1,2,3,.....). (3.3.2)

In another limiting case, the energies cotresponding to y-roo are

     '
            ENMx"Mcoc(N'1!2)'eNMx, (N=O,1,2,'""), (3.3.3)

where eNMx are negative discrete values for the bound impurity state.

    For large and finite y, the effective mass equation is solved

approximately by means of variational calculation using trial functions

of harmonic oscillator type and energies of the discrete ground and

                                                          27)excited states are obtained. Yafet,Keyes and Adams (Y.K.A.)                                                              cal-

culated the energy of the (OOO) state in accordance with the scheme

(NMX) in which the ground state variational function is given by

                               -23-



            Fooo cte xp (- p214 al) .e xp (- z2/4 a,2,) , (3. 3.4)

where a. and at/ are the variational pararneters parallel and perpendicular
                                                 33)
to the magnetic field. Wallis and Bowlden (W.B.) extended the theory

of Y.K.A. to the excited levels by replacing one variational parameter,

aA., with the cyclotron orbit, therefore their theory shows good approxi-

mation only in the range of y>10.

    In the experiment for GaAs obtained in S3-2, the highest field is

27.6kOe, which corresponds to the value of y=O.41, therefore theoretical

calculations for low and intermediate fields are required for cornparison

with the experimental results. To the extent of our present knowledge,

the trial function proposed by Larsen31) should give the most reliable

eigenvalues in the case of low and intermediate magnetic fields.

However, the calculations will be very conrplicated for high energy levels,

because the required integrations cannot be performed analytically.

Therefore, we adopted for high field the type of trial function used by

Y.K.A. for the (OOO) state with generalization for higher energy levels.

Since for low magnetic field the Y.K.A. type functions are not appropriate

for the low levels such as (OOO), (OIO), (OOI), (110), we adopt

                                                                    32)for low field the trial functions used by Kohn and Luttinger (K.L.)

who considered the case of zero field. The Y.K.A. type trial functions

(harmonic oscillator type functions) were constructed in the present

caicuiations referring to w.B.33) as fonows;

            FNMA(o,Åë,z)=coexp(iMÅë) •uIMI!2•e-O12 L}:IiMh/2) . (M- IMl) '

                         .p x (z) . e xp (- z2! 4 a,2,) , (3 . 3 .s)
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where o=p2/2aZ , Lrllllll/2) (M-IMI) is the Laguerre polynomial and Px(z)

is a polynomial given in the W.B. papei3) In Table 2 are listed Y.K.A.

type and K.L. type (hydrogenic type) trial functions used in the present

variational calculation. (A similar procedure was followed by Nisida

and Horii30) for Ge and they calculated the levels (OOO), (OiO), (OOI),

(110), (O-12), and (112), and they reffered to the relation of Boyle and
Howard54)

    The best values of the variational paraineters parallel and perpendicular,

aii and ai to the magnetic field which are related to the spreadings of

the electronic wave functions, are obtained and shown in Figs.11os14

(Refer to Appendices A and B). Solid lines and broken lines in Fig.15

represent the energy values obtained in the present calculation using

the Y.K.A. type and K.L. type trial functions, respectively.

To obtain the frequency values, dielectric constant K=12.6 and effective

mass m"=O.067mo were used. The latter was derived from our experimental

results for the energy difference between the transitions (OOO)ÅÄ(110)

and (OOO)ÅÄ(OIO).

    The transition from the low field approximation to the strong field

approximation occured at lower fields for higher states and the lower

parts of the two calculated energy lines were joined because the true

energy values should closer to the lower parts of the two lines.Furthermore

for-the coTrparison.of. the present results with the calculations based

                                                                 31)on the Larsen type functions, the energy of (OOO) in Larsen's paper

and energies of 2p(m=Å}1) (or (OIO) and (110)) in the paper of Stillman

et al.19) are reproduced by closed circles in the same figure, where,

however, the values m" and K in their papers have been replaced by our

values. We see that these points fall closely on our lower energy curves.
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Table 2.

  [f, (p,

Trial functions for the present variational catculations in cylindrical coordinates.

z> = exp {- (P2/4a2i+ z2!4a,,2)}and f,(p, z) = exp {- (p21a2i+ z2!a,2,)V2 }].

(nlm) (NM)O
Yafet-Keyes-Adams type
      trial functions
    FNMA(,o, z, g5)

Kohn-Luttinger type
  trial functions

FA.A(p, z, di)

2p (m

2p (m

2p (m

ls

s +1)
= o)

- -1)

210

101

liO

112

Oi2

110

OO1
oio

ooo

(1 - Cp2) pf, (p,

(1 - CP2) zf, (P,

(1 - Cp2)pf, (p,

(1 - Cz2) pf, (p,

(1 -- Cz2)pf,(P,

Pft (P, z)eidi

Zfi(P, Z)
Pfi (P, z) e'i ip

ft (P, z)

Z)eiÅë

z)

Z) e'i di

Z) ei di

z)e-iip
      '
Pfa (P, z) e`Åë

Zf2 (P, Z)

Pf2(P, z)e-iip

f2(P, Z)

* The constants C are determined as the function being orthogonal ized to the 2p functions at a given field.
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(b) Comparison with experiment

    The calculated transition energies in Fig.7 (solid curves) are

compared with experimental results. The assignement of the second-lowest

                                           19)                                                               18)energy peak in the figure by Stillman et al. and Kaplan et al. as

the transition ls-+2p(m=O) or (OOO)-+(OOI) is supported by the present

calculation. Also, the highest and the third-highest energy peaks

hitherto assigned as the transitions (OOO)+(210) and (OOO)+(110) or

lsÅÄ3p(m=Å}1) are well explained by the present calculation using harmonic

oscillator type (Y.K.A. type) trial functions. On the other hand, while

the experimental energy values for the peak assigned as ls+3p(m=O) by

stinman et al.19) are expected to fan on the calcuiated line for

(ooo).aol) if the correspondence due to Kieiner28) and Eniott-Loudon29)

is correct, they fall in actuality on the calculated line for (OOO)ÅÄ(112),

and this substantiates the nonzero Am for the peak C mentioned in associ-

ation with Fig.8. The level (i12) is considered corresponding to

4f(m=1) according to the relations (3.1.2). The photoconductivity peak
                                                       '
corresponding to the calculated line for (OOO)•(101) could not be found

in our spectra both in Faraday and Voigt configurations, and it is also

absent in the spectra obtained by stinman et ai.19) with regard to

the intensities of the photoconductive responses for (OOO).(112) and

(OOO)ÅÄ(210), we found that these are almost equally intense up to 15kOe,

whereas in higher magnetic fields the latter becomes appreciably strcnger

than the former.

    In conclusion, the use of the high field synbol (NMX) may be prefer-
                                             '
                                                                      'able to the low field symbol (nÅím), even in the common magnetic field

range (y>O.1), since not only the one-to-one correspondence between

(NMX) and,(n2m) has already been established for the lower levels (OOO),
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(OIO), (OOI), and (110), but also in

the higher energy levels in magnetic

harmonic oscillator representations.

the present study the behavior of

field is well explained by the
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g4. Photoconductivity mechanism

    Generally, photons absorbed in a semiconductor induce electronic

transitions, which may arise changes of electrical conductivity. Photo-

conductivity measurements in a rnagnetic field discussed in the last chap-

ter made clear that a part of the far-infrared photoconductivities in a

epitaxial GaAs is due to the electronic transitions between the ground

state and the excited states of the shallow donors.

    In this chapter, the mechanisms of photoconductivities produced by

higher and lower energy excitation than the ionization energy will be

discussed.

4-1. Preliminaries

(a) Extrinsic photoconductivity by higher energy excitation than the

ionization energy35)

    Let us consider a semiconductor containing donors of concentration

ND and of ionization energy ED, and acceptors of concentration NA.

                                                                   'Then the electron concentration in the donors is to be (ND-NA-n), where

n is the electron concentration in the conduction band.

    Suppose that a photoconductor receives radiation of energy hv>ED,

a fraction of irradiated photons are absorbed by the impurity centers in

            'the photoconductor and the centers are ionized. The rate of recombination

of electrons in the conduction band increases with increasing the electron

concentration until a steady state is made, while the concentration of

electrons in the conduction band is assurned to change from n to n+An.

Then, the corresponding change in conductivity is represented by

            Ao=e(pc-vi)An, (4.1.1)
                                                tt
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where -e is the electronic charge, pc and pi the mobility of the electrons

in the conduction band and that in the inrpurity states or band respectively.

Thus the conductivity is given by

            U=e{vi (ND-NA-n- An) +u c(n+An) }

             '+e{pi(ND-NA-n)+p.n}• (4.1.2)
In the last form An is reasonably assumed to be very small compared with

n and ND-NA-n, and as in liquid He temperatures the iTxpurity conduction

becomes large, ui(ND-NA-n) can not be neglected coTxparing with pcn.

On the other hand, the resistance of the photoconductor is written as

            R=2/uWT, (4.1.3)
where W and T the transverse dimensions of the san!ple to the longitudinal

current density and 2 the sample length.

    In a limit of current obeying the Ohm's law, constant current through

the sample produces a signal voltage AV represented by

            AV=tdVR•[ll/}••AU '

                 R              =-I. -•Au
                 o
              =-Ve p. Au

                                           '              =-eVp(pc-ui)•An, (4.1.4)

where we use Eqs.(4.1.1) and (4.1.3). In Eq.(4.1.4), p means the resis-

                                   -1tivity of the photoconductor and p=u . An is the fraction of the gene-

ration and recombination of the free carrier n in the rate equation,

              'that is;

            d (n.An)ldt=AT (ND-NA-n-An)+AI (n+An) (ND-NALn-An) +Ap (ND-NA-n-An)+

                      -BT (n+An) (NA+n+An) -BI (n+An) 2 (NA+n) +

   ' -Bp (n+An) (NA+n+An) . (4.1.5)
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In this equation the first three termes of the right hand side represent

the generation processes of the carrier, the first term AT(ND-NA-n-An)

is the rate of excitation of electrons in the donors to the conduction

band thermally and by photons of back-ground radiation, the second term

AI(n+An) (ND-NA-n-An) represents the rate of the impact ionization of the

intpurity centers in the conduction band, the third term

Ap(ND-NA-n-An) gives the rate of the excitation of the electrons in the

donors by far-infrared radiation. The latter three termes are concerned

with the three recombination processes corresponding to the former three

generation processes. That is; BT(n+An)(NA+n+An) is the rate of capture

                                                            'of electrons by the empty donor centers and in the process the energy is

transfered to lattice vibration
                                .
Bl(n+An)2(NA+n) is the rate of iixpact recombination and the energy is

transfered to another free electron. The last term represents a radiative

recombination by emitting far-infrared photons.
                                                  '
    In the photoconductivity measurements in usual semiconductors, such

as Si, Ge and GaAs, the following several conditions are satisfied.

                         =B =O, An=O), n is in the steady state dnldt=O. 1) Without radiation (A
                        pp
 2) In liquid He temperatures, n and An is very small cornpared with

    ND-NA and NA, and the coefficient Bp in Eq.(4.1.5) can be neglected in

   comparison with the coefficient BT.

 3) In a sufficiently low applied electric field, AI and BI can be neg-

    lected.

    Therefore, in Si, Ge and GaAs, Eq.(4.1.5) can be simplified to

                                                            '            d(An)            r=Ap (ND-NA)-BTNAAn, (4.1.6)
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and in a steady state, An is given by

            An=Ap (ND-NA) IBTNA, , (4.1.7)
              '

      will be called recombination constant hereafter. Thus we obtainand B
     T

the signal voltage produced in the photoconductor by the radiation of

energy hv>ED by replacing An in Eq.(4.1.4) with that of Eq.(4.1.7) as

            AV= -- eVp(v.-pi) Ap (ND-NA) !BTNA. . (4.1. 8)

(b) Extrinsic photoconductivity by lower energy excitation than the

"- -lomzatlon energy.

    Extrinsic photoconductivity by lower energy excitation than the

ionization energy is classified into three types.

    1) In high purity specimens, electrons rnay be conductive only in

the conduction band. Therefore electrons transfered from the ground

state to the excited state by the photons of radiation can contribute

to the photoconductivity by being prornoted to the conduction band through

the processes of the interactions with phonons or by applied electric

field. These processes are called "photo-thermal ionization"10) and

                         36)"photo-irrpact ionization".

    Generally, the probability of the photo-irxpact ionization is rnuch

less than that of the photo-thermal ionization in a low applied electric

fie1d.

    The electrons excited up to the excited state successibly absorb or

enit phonons until they are finally captured by the ground state or

elevated up to the conduction band. The latter is the general photo=

thermal ionization process. The thermal ionization probability of the

excited electron In2 is expressed by rneasurable parameters as follows;
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let Rn2, and Rc be the PhOtOCOndUCtiVe response of the specimen for

the radiations having the energies from the ground state to the nÅí excited

state EnÅí and that to the bottom of the conduction band Ec, un2 and uc

the cross sections of a photon having the energies EnÅí and Ec respectiely

to the electron in the ground state and k a constant. Then we have

            Rn2=kan2In2, (4•1•9)
and

            Rc=kUc' (4•1•10)
From the above two relations, we have

            In2=Rn2Uc/RcOn2' (4•1•11)

    The measurements of photoconductivity due to the photo-thermal

ionization have been carried out in GeiO'ii'37) and in high purity

     38)GaAs;          But the sufficient theoretical analysis have not been carried

out and the carrier concentration dependence of the photoconductivity

due to photo-thermal ionization have not been reported.
                                                    '
    2) In n-type impurity doped specimens, the activation energy of the

donors, estirnated from the transport properties, becomes lower than the

ionization energy of the isoiated donori'i6) with increasing donor con-

       .centratlon.

    Some investigators have advocated the stability of the negatively

charged donors D- statesl) and supposed that in highly doped specimens the

states form so caned D' band39) which is considered as a conductive

band. Wave functions of the excited states spread larger than that of

the ground state, therefore conduction in a excited state-band40'41) or
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                  1,16,42)                           through excited state rnay take place even forhopping conduction

the intermediate and relatively low donor concentration range. However

conduction in the excited state-band and hopping conduction necessiate

a high donor concentration as well as its high coxpensation by

acceptors, because these conduction are possible only through the ionized

donor states.

    Mobilities of the electrons in the D band, those in the excited

state-band,and those for the hopping conduction are supposed to be

usually very lower compairing to the mobility of the electrons in the

conduction band. Therefore we can observe those three electronic con-

duction only in very low temperatures. However the photoconductivities

due to the above three mechanisms have not been reported.

                                     11)    3) Recently, Nagasaka and Narita                                         proposed another photoconductive

mechanism in the energy region below the ionization energy of the iso-

lated donor in theire.?cperiment in antimony doped Ge with donor concent-

ration more than ixio14cm'3 at 1.6K and they named it "residual photo-

conductivity" (R.P.C.).

    Their R.P.C. spectra show no remarkable structure over a wide energy

region and also have little temperature dependence, and moreover they

observed many dips in the spectrum at the energies corresponding to the

photo-thermal transitions. They explained their R.P.C. $pectra by using

the following model; the donor impurities are distributed at random in

Ge, and some donors are isolated frorn each other and some donors form

donor-molecules and donor-clusters, such as twos three and four donor
                     '
assemblies, and the ionization energies of the donor assemblies becomes

lower conrparing to the ionization energy of the isolated donor and

distTibute over a wide energy region.
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4-2. Electrical rneasurements

    The temperature dependences of-the resistivity p, and the Hall co-

efficient, RH, of several samples in dark conditions are shown in Fig.16.

Apparent activation energies of the donors are obtained from the slopes

of the resistivity versus reciprocal teTxperature curves of the samples as

el (from the higher temperature region) and e3 (from the lower temperature
                                 '
region). In the e3 region, electronic conduction by phonon assisted

                    42)hopping is dominant.                         Two kinds of carriers, electrons in the impurity

states and those in the conduction band contribute ' to the conduction and

the conduction through the impurity states becomes hardly negligible

coixparing to the conduction through the conduction band at liquid He

tellrperatures .

    The mobility of the electrons in y.he conduction band and that in the

inrpurity states are estimated from the data shown in Fig.16, by the aid

                                       'of the two-carrier-model.4) Let nc, uc, ni and ui be the concentrations

                                                                         'and the mobilities of the electrons in the conduction band c and the

                                     'inrpuTity states i. Assuming that the Hall mobility is equal to the drift
      '
mobility, the Hall coefficient and the resistivity are expressed by

            RH/R.=(1+x)(1+xb2)1(1+xb)2, (4.2.1)

                  '            p/p.=(1+x)b!(1+xb), (4.2.2)

where n=nc/ni and b=uc/vi and we have the relations nc+ni=ND-NA=no,-

                         'R.=1/noe, and pc=11noepc. Provided b is practically constant while x is

largely varied with tenrperature, RH has its maximun value Rm at xb=1 at

temperature T=T*. Thus the electron mobility in the conduction band and

that in the impurity states at the terrrperature, T", are expressed by

                                •- 40 -



            P.=2R.IP: (4.2.3)
            yi=R.12pf (4.2.4)
where p* is the resistivity at T = T'.

and the numerical results are listed in Table 1.

    The current density J vs electric field E curves of the various

specimens are obtained at liquid He tenrperatures under a constant back

ground radiation and by the use of a constant current circuit and the .

data are plotted in Fig.17. Though at low current density and low elect-

ric field, the J-E curves show an ohmic behavior, in high current density

region the electric field shows a saturation. Then it decreases indicating

the impact ionization of the neutral shallow donor levels. The critical

field of the saturation depends on the electron mobility and the corn-

pensation ratio of the donors.
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4-3. Carrier concentration and temperature dependences of photoconduc-

tivity.

    In order to investigate the far-infrared extrinsic photoconductivity

mechanism in epitaxial GaAs, temperature dependences and impurity concent-

ration dependences of the photoconductive responses have been measured

for the low inrpurity concentration samples (TU4714, TU6114) and the high

iixpurity concentration ones (FU1215, FU2015, TU3015).

    Figs.18 and 19 show the temperature dependence of photoconductivity

spectra for TU4714 and FU1215 where all spectral values are normalized

at about 6ocrn'1 which is larger than the ionization energy 46.3cm'1. in

                                                                  '
the low impurity concentration case (W4714), the photoconductivity spectmm

                                         -1is characterized by a sharp peak at 35.5cm                                            due to transition from the

ground state (ls) to the first excited state (2p) of the shallow donor

                                      -1asid by another sTnall peak at about 42cm . The photoconductivity spectrurn

is independent of ternperature above 3.5K, however, the rnain photoconductivity

decreases with decreasing temperature below 3K.

    In the high impurity concentration case (FU1215), the position of

                         -1the highest peak at 35.5crn                            does not change, though the width becomes broader

comparing to the case of TU4714, while the small peak at higher energy

of 42cm-1 observed in TU4714 cannot be resolved merging into the back-

ground and the ahsolute value of the photoconductive response is reduced

extremely. We could not observe photoconductive response for the speci-

men with the highest impurity concentration (TU3015). The.
                               'mobilities of the electrons in the conduction band obtained from the

rneasurements shown in Fig.16 indicate that the lowering of the mobility

with increasing impurity concentration is very little. Therefore the

abrupt decrease of the photoconductive response with increasing impurity

    '
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concentration can not be explained by the change of the electron mobility

in the conduction band. Between 8K and 4K, the photoconductivity at the

main peak decreases with decreasing temperature, though the photoconduc-

tivity becomes unchanged with temperature below 2.7K.

    Several physical properties derived by means of electrical and photo-

conductivity rneasurements are sumarized in Fig.20, where the electron

mobilities in the conduction band and the impurity state at T=T", the

line widths of the spectra associated with the transitions from the

ground state to the 2p excited state in zero magnetic field and the
                                                                        '                                 -1photoconductive responses at 60cm                                    are shown. For the photoconductive

response we normalized the measuring value taking the resistivity of the

specimen p, applied electric field V and thickness of specimen d into

consideration.
                                       '
    Electric field applied to the specimen is varied in a wide temperature

range in the photoconductivity measurements, for instance frorn O.3Vlcm

(1.7xlo-3rrtA/crn2) to 4.6vlcm (o.smAlcm2) for Tu6114, and O.3vlcm

a.4Å~lo-2mAlcm2) to 6.ov/cm (o.36mA/cm2) for Fu121s at 1.7K (refer to

Fig.17). We found as the results that the relative photoconductivity

spectmm figures are independent of applied electric field and current
                   '

   The above results indicate that the photoconductivity associated with

the excitation to the excited states are mainly due to photo-therrnal

ionizations except for the case of the high inrpurity specimen (FU1215)

below 2.7K. The thermal ionization probability of electrons in the ex-

cited state can be determined by using Eq.(4.1.11). Since the Photo-

conductivity spectrum figures are independent of temperature above 3.5K

for TU4714, TU6114 and above 8K for FU1215, we conclude without the
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                             DONOR CONCENTRATION (cm-S)

Donor concentration dependences of several physical properties for GaAs, electron

•mobility in the conduction band pc and impurity state vi' at T=P (T' are the teppe-

ratures at which the Hall coefficients have their maximum values), the line widths

of the spectra associated with the transitions from the ground state to the 2p ex-
cited state at H=OkOe and the photoconductive responses at 60crn-1. we normalized

photoconductive responses, taking the sample resistivity p, applied electric field

V and thickness d into consideration. Double circle is obtained from the data by
               24)Stillman et al.



knowledge of the absorption cross-sections uc and unÅí that the thermal

ionization probability becomes unity above the temperatures for each

specimen. The phenomenon of the saturation of the photoconductivity due

                                                          38)                                                               Theto the photo-thermal ionization was first observed for GaAs.

saturated and temperature independent photoconductivity associated with

the excitation to the excited state in the high temperature region rnay

be resulted from the fact that all of the electrons in the excited states

crptically excited from the ground impurity state are thermally elevated

into the conduction band prior to their fall back to the ground state.

    Terrtperature dependence of the apparent therrnal ionization probability

of the electrons in the 2p excited state is obtained experimentally and

the data are plotted in Fig.21 ("the apparent" means that for the highly

dcrped sample the photoconductive electron also contain those in the

conductive excited band, the mobility of which may be appreciably smaller

than those in the conduction band.). In the sarne figure, the experirnental

                                  . 13                                                              -3                                                                 byresult obtained for a very high purity specimen of ND=4.8xlO cm

stinman et al.38) is also shown. several remarkable features of the

curves are seen in the figure.
                                                     '
    1) The ionization (activation) energy of the 2p excited state has

been believed to be able to be determined from the slope of the thermal

ionization probability vs resiprocal temperature curves. Nagasaka and

Naritall) carried out this method for sb-doped Ge and considered the

obtained energy as the energy separation between the bottom of the con-

duction band and the 2p excited state in Sb-Ge.

    However in the case of GaAs, the obtained energies by the above method

which are about 3.8Nl.7cm-1 are inconsistent with that determined from

the effective mass theory as the energy separation between the bottom of

                                         '
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                                      '            ' ' ' v'Temperature dependences of the apparent photo-thermal ion-

ization probability, obtained from the ratios of the photo-

conductivities due to the excitation by the energy between

the ground state and the 2p excited state, to those corres-

ponding photoconduetivity due to the excitation of the
ionization energy for the samples'  TU4714 (closed circles),

TU6114 (open circles), and FU1215 (closed triangles).

These ratios are normalized to unity above 3.5K for TU4714,

TV6114 and above 8K for FU1215, because the photoconductivi-

tie$ saturate above the temperature. Experimental result ob-
tained by stinman et ai.38) (broken curve) are aiso shown.
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the conduction band and the 2p excited state which is about n.6c' m-1.

               38)                  supposed that the small activation energy may be attri-Stiilman et al.

buted to large thermal ionization probahility of the p-like excited state

compared with that of the s-like excited state at the same energy.

    2) The tenrperature, Ts, at which the thermal ionization probability

shows saturation shifts toward high temperature side with increasing

donor concentrations.

    3) ln high impurity concentration case (FU1215) in the low terrperature

region (s2.7K), the texperature dependence of the apparent photo-thermal

ionization probahility (the apparent activation energy) vanishes.

                                                                -1Besides in the photoconductivity spectra, the large peak at 35.5cm is

observed even at 1.7K which corresponds to the electronic transitions

                                                                 11)from the ground state to the 2p excited state. Nagasaka and Narita

have observed a photoconductivity with considerably small temperature

dependence. They attributed it to the formation of the donor-molecules

and this assumption was justified by its structureless and wide-wavelength

spectral figure. The clear appearance of the rnain peak in the GaAs spectra

of high iiTrpurity concentration indicate that the origin of the vanishing

of the apparent activation energy of the 2p state differ from the case in

Sb-Ge. The above results suggest us that the electrons in the 2p excited

state becomes conductive, that is: the formation of the excited state
    40,41)band in the specimen with increasing impurity concentration. In

the case of GaAs, different from that of Ge, the compensation ratio of

the donors by the acceptors is appreciably large, stO.SO for FU1215,

tlierefore electronic conduction through the excited state band is more

probable to occure than the conduction in D- band.39)
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    Temperature dependences of photoconductive responses for several
                                'specimens by higher energy excitation than the .ionization energy are
                                                                         '
also measured under the condition of low applied electric field and they

are shown in Fig.22. Excitation energy is fi60crn'1 and we normalized the

photoconductive responses taking into account the differences of the

resistivity p, and the thickness of specimen d, and the variation of the

applied electric field V. !n all the measurements, the condition of

ctd•<<1 is satisfied, where ct is the absorption coefficient of the specirnen.

    In the low inrpurity concentration case (TU4714, TU6114), the normalized

photoconductive responses decrease with decreasing temperature, while in

the high iTxpurity concentration case (FU1215) the normalized photoconductive

responses have srnall temperature dependences, and especially almost zero

below 3K. Temperature changes of the normalized photoconductive responses

by the high energy excitation can be attributed mainly to that of the

                                                            'recombination constant BT in Eq.(4.1.8), if we can neglect the impurity

conduction through the excited state band, and the temperature change of

                                                    'the electron mobility in the conduction band.
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        'Experimental photoconductive responses due to the excitation
                 -1                    for the sampies, TU4714 (closed circles),of the energy 60cm
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                         '                                          '
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4-4. Theoretical considerations
                                                        43)(a) Cascade capture model (Ascarelli-Rodriguezts model)

    It is well known that the electronic states of shallow donors can be

described much better by effective rnass theory than those of other type

centers. From the above reason the kinetics of the low temperature re-

combination of electrons in the conduction band of n-type Ge with shallow

donors have attracted the interests of theorists and experimentalists of

seniconductors. The recombination cross-section in Ge with As and Sb

inrpurities, at 4K has been estimated experimentany44) to be an order of

magnitude of io-ii to io-i2 cm2 and it varies with temperature in an

approximation according to the T-2'5 iaw. ' There are a number of recombi-

nation mechanisms of the conduction electron, one of them is a direct

recombination to the ground state accoTTrpanied by light emission or phonon

emission and another one is a recombination, the energy of which is trans-

fered to another free electron (impact recombination). However, the theo-

retica! recombination cross-sections in the above recombination process

for Ge at 4K are estimated to be about io-i5A,io'i8cm2 and aiso the theo-
                                                              .
retically expected terrrperature behavior is in considerable disagreement

with experimental one.

    The explanation of the above large discrepancy between the theory

and the experiment is first tlried classicaly by Lax45) and then the

                                                                           43)quantum-mechanical forrnulation was done by Ascarelli and Rodriguez (A.R.).

The model used for the forrnulation is a so-called "cascade capture model".

In this model, recombination occurs with the initiai capture of a conduc-

tion electron in an excited donor state foliowed by successive transitions

to lower lying states, in each 'transition of which a single acoUstic phonon

-tS einitted.
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    Thermal ionization probabilities and recombination cross-section were

               43)                   as followings: Let Sj be the probability of an electrontreated by A.R.

in the bound state characterized by j being never ionized into the con-
                                        '                                                                   (v)duction band (this probability is called "sticking probability"),P                                                                      the                                                                  j

probability of the electron in the state j being elevated to the conduc-

tion band after v transitions through other states, P j,j the probability

of the electron for the transition from the bound state j to j', w                                                                  j'j

the probability of the electron in the state j being transfered to state

jt (j'sj)per unit time, and Bj the probability of the state j being

thermally ionized per unit time. Then we have,

            S.+I.=1, (4.4.1)             JJ

            Ij =.SIP J(• "), (4 .4 .2)

            P J(• V)=j,ij Pj ,j P J(• Y'1) , (4 .4.3)

                                  -1            Pj,j=wj,j[j,ijwj,j+Bj] , (4.4.4)

            PJ(• i) =Bj [j ,ljwj ,j+Bj]'1. (4 .4.s)

The capture cross-sections, uc(j), are related to the transition proba-

bilit.ies of the electron to the conduction band in the principle of

detailed balancing and given by
    '

            o.(j)=gir2as3Bj/2m"(kT)2eexp{(E.-Ej)/kT}, (4•4.6)

where gi is the degeneracy of the state j, fi Plank's constant, mt the

effective mass, k Boltzman constant, T the absolute tenrperature and

Ec and E j are the energy of an electron at the bottom of the conduction

band and in the bound state j respectively.
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    The cross-sections of the electron in the conduction band for the

recombination, o, is given by

            U=iU.(j)'Sj, (4.4.7)
and recombination constant BT in Eq.(4.1.8) is defined by

            BT=U'VT, (4.4.8)
where vT is the thermal velocity.

    We can obtain the thermal ionization pTobability and recombination

constant only by calculating wj,j, and Bj. The calculation was given

for the band of spherical effective mass with donor impurity whose bound

states can be described by a hydrogenic model. The fastest transition

processes are assosiated with the absorption or emission of a phonon and

the electron-phonon interaction involved in the transition is treated as

the deformation potential.

    The Hamiltonian is given by

                                  '
          2]et=Eldivg(il), (4.4.g)
                                        '
            g (;) = (hlpv) i12ql,gq ,, (co q,,) -i/2aa,pexp (iq• I) +

                 +Hermitian conjugate, (4.4.10)

where El is the deformation potential and g(IF) the displacement of an

atom in the lattice from the equilibrium position given by i}, p and V

                                                           ÅÄthe density and the volume of the specimen respectively, and e q,p, co q,p,
     +and aq,v the unit polarization vector, the angular frequency and the

                                                       +creation operator associated with the phonon wave vector q and the three

dimensional polarization direction p(v=1,2,3).

    The wave function of an electron in the conduction band should be
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expressed as the Coulomb wave function corresponding to the wave vector

'k and given by

        '            Åë=ktav- 1!2 (2i y) i!2 [i-exp (2T y) ]- i/ 2exp (ik• •l)F [i y. , 1, i (kr-k•.r") ] ,

                            ' (4.4.11)
where y=1!Ka", K is the dielectric constant, a" is the effective Bohr

radius and F(a,b,z) is the "confluent hypergeometric function". For

the wave functions of the bound state j, only the s state functions

(states with zero angular rnomentum) are used for simplification then the

bound states are characterized only by n hereafter.

    The wave functions for the bound states n are given by

            `bn(il)=(Tn3a"3)'1/2exp(-rlna')F(-n+i,2,2r!na'). (4.4.12)

Using Eq.(4.4.9)-v(4.4.12), we have the expressions of wn,n and Bn fOr

nt<ns
            Wn ,n=64E %1 4cs3/Tpa* 8E i. .(n 'n) 51 (n.n,)5 (n+n ,) 3.

                                          -1                       X[1'eXP("hWn.,lkT)] , (4•4•13)

and for nt>n,

            Wn,n=Wnn,eXP(-hWn,nlkT), (4.4.14)

with

            hwnnt=Ei(11n'2-1!n2), (4•4.ls)
and
            Bn=256Eim'eh2cs3!"pa"6n3(kT)lf82!Sdt.t3exp(.t'1-g2t2!n),

                  '
                                                            (4.4.16)

where s=EilkT, and g=2hcsla"kT, Ei is the ionization energy of a donor

at the ground state, and cs the sound velocity of the 'material.

                                  '
                                 '               '
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    Ascareili and Rodriguez43) compared the e)tperimentai resuits of Ge

with the calculation of the cross-section for recombination by the above

mentioned method. However the agreement between the experiment and

the calculation was not sufficiently good, because the energy surface of

the conduction band in Ge is not spherical and moreover only single
                                              .                                                                 '
transition between excited states are taken into account. After,their

                         47)                             treated multiple transition process up tostudy, Brown and Rodriguez

                                       46)                                           extended their theory to thefour times. Beleznay and Pataki (B.P.)

bound states with non-zero anguler momentum.

 (b) Application of the cascade capture model to our experimental results

     Experimental results described in g4-3 are summarized in the followings.

     1) The activation energy determined from the photoconductivity due

 to the photo-therrnal ionization associated with the 2p excited state is

 much smaller than energy separation between the bottom of the conduction

 band and the 2p excited state deterntned from the effective mass theory.

     2) photoconductive response at the 6ocm-1 range decreases with

 decreasing teTTrperature.

     3) In the high impurity concentration case (FU1215), the photo-

 conductive response by the excitation eorresponding to the energy between

 the ground state and 2p excited state is invariant with temperature

 (s2.7K). This fact suggests that in the temperature range electron con-

 duction through the 2p excited states occures.

     4) With'increasing donor concentration, the saturation tenrperature

 of the photoconcuctivity due to photo-thermal ionization increases.

     s) Above the donor concentration of ioi5cm-3, the photoconductive

 response and its temperature change become extremely small.

 In this section, we first calculate the thermal ionization probability
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In, and the recombination constant BT in GaAs after the formulation by

A.R.43) to explain the extrinsic photoconductivity mechanism for the

specimen with low impurity concentration (the summarized experimental

results (1) and (2)) and later we will proposed qualitative model to
                                                               .t
explain the experimental results for the specimen with high impun'ty

concentration (the sumarized experimental results (4) and (5)).

    By Eqs.(4.4.1)'v(4.4.8) and Eqs.(4.4.13)N(4.4.16), the sticking pro-

bability for bound states n, the thermal ionization probability for the

2s excited state and recombination constant are calculated. In this cal-

culation the donor wave functions corresponding to s states for the donor

levels n=IN7 are used. Different frorn the calculation by A.R., we take

into account the multiple transition of electrons between the excited

states up to thirty thousands times. In the calculation the following

physical values of GaAs are used; the dielectric constant K=12.6, the

effective mass m"=O.067mo, the deformation potential El=8.9eV, the sound

 velocity cs=1.ssxlo5cmlsec and the density of mass p=s.31grlcm3 (Refer to

                                                         ',Appendices C and D). •
    Fig.23 shows the thermal ionization probabilities determined

experimentally for the 2p excited state (the experimental result for

TU4714 replotted from Fig.21) and those calculated theoretically for the

2s excited state of the same energy to the 2p state by use of the cascade

capture model. In the same figure two theoretical curves calculated based

on the assumption of the single electron-phonon interaction are also

shown, and in these two calculations impurity states are assumed to be

nÅí7 and n<-2 respectively. Activation energies determined from these

two theoretical curves below 3K are nearly equal to the energy geparation

between the 2s excited state and the bottom of the conduction band and

are much larger than the experimental one.
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    Fig.24 shows the sticking probabilities for the bound states ns7,

and the sticking probahilities for the higher bound states are very srnall,

the order of magnitude of io-i to io'2. Therefore most of the eiectrons

transfered from the 2s excited state to the higher excited states by

absorption of phonons are elevated to the conduction band,

This is the reason why the activation energy of electrons in the 2s excited

state calcuiated by use of the cascade capture model is very small.

And in the cascade capture model, the activation energy associated with

the 2s excited state increases with decreasing temperature and converges

to the energy separation between the 2s excited state and the bottom of

the conducdtion band, because at sufficiently low temperature multiple

electron-phonon interactions can be neglected. In the experiment of

the photoconductivity due to the photothermal ionization in Ge performed

                      11)                          the activation energy associated with the 2pby Nagasaka and Narita.

excited state agreed well with the energy separation between the 2p

excited state and the bottom of the conduction band.

The difference of the Ge case from the GaAs one is attributed to the

reason that the impurity state in Ge is deeper than that in GaAs, there-

fore the experimental ' results in Ge correspond to those in GaAs at

sufficiently low temperature.

                                                       -1    Fig.25 shows the reciprocal recombination constant (B                                                         ) calculated                                                       T
by the use of the cascade capture model (solid line), and other two

theoretical curves which are calculated by a modified theory for impure

sanrples and will be described later in detail.

    The terrtperature change of the experimental photoconductivity must

be proportional to that of the theoretical reciprocal recombination

constant as shown in Eq.(4.1.8), if we neglect the temperature variation
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 of the electron mobility in the conduction band and the impurity conduc-

 tion in the excited state. In Fig.25 experimental result replotted from

 Fig.22 for the high purity specimen TU4714 corresponds with the calculated

 curve for the cascade capture theory (the solid curve shown in Fig.25),

 however the agreement between experiment and theory is not satisfactory.

 In this calculation by use of the cascade capture model, the excited

 donor states ns7 are assumed to be localized ones, however, the high

 excited donor states must have radii overlapping each other even in

 currently available samples. This is the reason, we suppose, why some

 disagreements are observed between theoretical results and experimental ones.

              '(e) Modification of the cascade capture model and its application to the

    experimental results for doped samples

    Donor concentration dependence of photoconductive response can not

be explained by the theory of the simple cascade capture model proposed

by A.R.13) An impurity states considered in the cascade capture model

are assumed to be localized. However, we have no detailed knowledge

about the modifications of the wave functions and density of states of
               '
the impurity levels and the conduction band due to high donor concentra-

tion. Therefore we add relative simple assumption to the above theory

to explain qualitatively the experimental results due to high impurity

concentration (the summarized experimental results (4) and (5)).

              '
    Assumption

               '
    With increasing donor concentration, the impurity states undergo

changes from the high excited states toward the low states as the results

of interactions between neighbouring donors. The assumption is that the

sticking probabilities of the high excited states become larger with

increasing concentration. In other words, role of the high excited
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states to transfer electrons frorn the lower states to the conduction

band is reduced and that the recombination of free electrons with the

high excited states become active with increasing donor concentration.

    In order to express the reduction of the sticking probabilities of

the high excited state in the cascade capture theory, the transition

probability between states n and n', wn,n, and the thermal ionization

               , of the high excited states are reduced in the formulationprobability, B
              n
and the values of the matrix elements of electron phonon interactions

involved in wn,n and Bn are assumed for a convenience to be reduced

according to the following models 1 and 2.

    model 1. (for the case of doped sample); the values of the matrix

elements in wn,n and Bn are reduced as if the amplitudes of the wave

functions for the irxpurity states 4sns7 and for the conduction band may

be reduced by a factor of O.3.

    model 2. (for the case of h,ighly doped sample); the values of the

matrix elements in wn,n and Bn are reduced as if the asnplitudes of the

wave functions for the impurity states 5Ens7 and for the conduction band

may be reduced by a factor of O.1, and for the states 3sns4 by a factor

of O.3.

    In the both models 1 and 2, the wave functions for the impurity

states n=1,2 are not varied. Besides the modified wave functions are

used only for the calculation of the sticking probabilities of the

excited states and the wave functions are assumed not to change largely

in the calculation of the recombination cross-section uc(j), because

the density of states of the high excited states is supposed to increase
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with increasing the impurity concentration.
                                             '
    Fig.26 shows the thermal ionization probabilities associated with

the 2s excited states calculated by the cascade capture model for a

pure sarnple (replotted from Fig.23) and those by the modified model for

impure samples (models 1 and 2). In the figure, it is shown that the
                                '
saturation temperature at which the thermal ionization probability

becomes unity increases with increasing donor concentrations. However

in the calculated curve, the temperature independent photoconductivity

shown in Fig.21 in the low temperature region are not appeared,.because the

temperature independent photoconductive respon'se by the excitation corres-

ponding to the energy between the ground state and 2p excited state is '

considered to be Qriginated in the irhpurity conduction in the excited

stat.e., andthis mechanism is ignored in the moders 1 and 2.

    Fig.25 shows the reciprocal recombination constants calculated in

the cascade capture model for a pure sample and those for cloped sarnples

(model 1 and 2). ' The reciprocal recombination constant and its

temperature change are shown to become smaller with increasing donor

          .concentratlon.

    The temperature independent photoconductivity for the highly doped

specimen FU1215 below 3K (Fig,22) are supposed to be attributed to an

impurity conduction occuring through the excited- states n22 which is

ignored in the above theory.

    It has been rnentioned previously in relation to Fig.21 that the

electronic conduction in the 2p excited state becomes dominant in the

photoconductivity due to photo-thermal ionization below 2.7K. In this

case, the transition probability from the 2p excited state to the ground

state by emitting a single acoustic phonon is almost independent of
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             Appendix A.
     Energy formulae in the variational calculations

(OOI) state; in K.L. type wave function
      E=5s"a3.e2+-ii-tr2a:-"23{ic"c'{"zri/{llisz-ea3-.Lnze)-':t3-sT'-e}

  with                           '     a.=-8its"21)"A•(L.,,)e.-2-S(.LÅ}.z,g;s-u:.g:.S+23ee)li-:-iS'Y`

      )r2=e-essi\S"Ci2-aÅ} - 2ea:,i."{-<, -eaea)3A Ln(6) + "-2e2}

                  '(OOI) state; in Y.K.A. type wave function

      E= 2i&ist +-!lrtraai •- 1;toiil • -ik •iu'-' eE2,);s Lnce) + t2- e.

  with      aL='"IZIil" 'SA- tsfte?Z5/2.{L.(E)- 2(1+23e2e),'"- e2 3qt

      trar 2ia32e2 - /liE-e d-z8ss,.{(t--e3.)v. Lncq) + Tt-" iipt"s }

             6= a. /a,,
            Lncer-"•3zn.me/..Jr:EF

}



l

g
l

(101) state; in Y.K.A. type.wave function

                  '         E=ori.ora'i •[2i3aei2 + t2ai - GE'"?2"i(i"eia)3/,'Lnce)

           ',-2ez ]} ' )6st iilitfa2.gi(act4.k.).2e)•C8% [i2E, a2

           .-2Astig-!S2i[-)L9Sll\li! -TCi-:-.Lxh;!!dgEu.sd.iSiZfiECUI+-LE}ti4Å}gl;giL2-e.Ci:8L

           •{-Sie'O,6(2,--3e8.i2 --fXgii`efii;lj[szi(,.e2e2)8si,'Lncer}}

           ' 2vo etit CatLni(&ectfZa)ft) •{'A2!t-ISI2.jt..S2l.. . rp

           + elll9,(}si •C- ,,.21}i,e-2,.) 'L g(li,E,Ez2D3/. 'Lnce)}]

    where ctsand ctitmean the optimum values of a.s. and a,/ for (OOI) state in the same magnetic field
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(112) s' tate; in Y.K.A. type wtive function

    ' E"{i"-l2`SiSi(aS.;"&,7)2'- S`l(i21`7'ct2)Y`'( `i,2•2 +trZai

          - sfiiil a. '((i2.-'e9i)gi, 'Lnce)' t .2- ea)} + t67t,&x aisL '(ii3t+"Se,:,)Z

                             •-1             .e"4'(Lgal.'zik;2)Z-S2i3-(e.l"&..)}•t'2fo2ebu.ta"s' .ngn{g:,Ig a2          .(1.3a. e 1

          +i<9i2ei.\I;.ai•tt4e4(t-ea)+'Tt!2!7ÅÄE-2's!z;6(,g).bLnce)}]

          -'4;r=-ii2-Fm7rs'xlsis6ca'(afa;'&tz:r)'[i+3.ai,(Lsdi9{i+ctT,)aee•-g,\lr(e.Zr.,,},:,4)]-'i

          •tSa. .4%!2i\,traal"to-E?ai.'stl;L{s"4os.`

          'inZIitilÅ}fkiilzsss(i;ea)+'g&iil;ÅÄi{};i;'zar(teeZa)h'Lnce)]j +r

     where cuand a,,mean the qptimum values of a.,. and att for (110)state in the same magnetic field.
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(210) state; in Y.K.A. type wave function

         Ee='3:=r"-="=r:r'rr"ratd28act:ct2..3cte'i44'cue,-+traa:-igia.'(a/i`Sftsc-e2")sA•Lnre)

            ii-2ea]l+esgtr{}Eir]sii:SIzSS}IRiglSt2ils?F-:'ii6ii-sEitiIsri!' ;Q2(3aL4e2aioc2.3or.`)•t49beCMa2

            . c 2sb !itiliS 2 a'` + 24 in J37si:' e a2 - iSIi}IE \! ;ek -•

             .F6-2gs(2,+-ig.e"J,-5 S.L.,., .,.. d-t e,"(-,4-4,ei)-,,,4,"l]

            e4toTsllli{Z[i.ori3i.ai`2'aora.ct'ai.3ort)•i fo2s)aE .:,u!!cll!ll}3tgcLmiSSEva

            -t• 4.st lssm e aS. - ilr2I\21`:-•t3Åíi-,-8EZge •Lhcv +;<iitSII itii-lizi;(e eigv.}}

            +K

      where e". and ait mean the optimum values of q` and a,, for (110) state in the same magnetic field



Appendix B.

Computer pr.ogram for the variational calculations of (112) state

    -T"--C-'-F

-COO1.
ZEEMAN'SPtLIT1NG 1N
DINIEN510N F(300).
PAI=3.14159

GAAS CY.KeAe (3P M=+1) -GAM) B-H THEORY

,

st
pt

1

VO02
CO03 TPA1=5QRT(2.NPAI)
OO04
OO05 100

CO06
c

PTEMP=PAIXTPAI
CONT!NUE+.+J" -
AINI=ALFA.PERP
READ(2,2001) GAM,AIJN ,A

ALFA=ALFAePARA
      FA

C• O07

eo.og
2001 FORMAT(3F1O.5)

GA/ytD=GAtvSXGAM
OO09
eo1o

ALFA2=ALFA"ALFA
EP=O. 5. 7. - .

 C,O11
-Lr Q.1 2..

 GO13

200

COI4

CONITINUE
EPD=EPXEP.
EP3=EP"EPD
EP4=EPDKEPD

OC15
CO16

tbs=EP5eEp-4'

TF-MP=1.-EPD
tttO17
eo.1s.

eolg
c

VT'

 EMPI=$QRT(TEMP)
T F- MP 3 = T- E.M ? !-.X"tS.3

AN=LN
AN=ALO6. .L/ .].... +-.!.E.M-PLI,) / -• M

C020
O021

 ..022
.ce23

APERP=AINI
DO 300.I=1,200 .. . ..-
APERP2=APFRP"APERP

O024
C• 025

APERP4=APFRP2NAPERP2
APERP5=APERP4XAPERP
APERP6=APERP4NAPERP2



t

st
"
l

 C026
-C- Q2 7.

 C028
c

O029
O030
O031
O032
O033

O034

O035

 APERP7=APFRPb-APERP
 APERP8=APFRP6NAPERP2
 APERP9=APERP7"APF-RP2
 Y=11e
 APERPY=APFRP9"APERP2
 FTEMP1.=E,P..D/AF?ERP2.t1.1ALE.A2.----+..-ny..--t.--r-.-.-....-.- -
 FTEMP2=]./(1.+3."APERPL,/(".XEP4)KFTEMP1NFTEMP1-APERP21EPD"FTEMP1)
F T E M P 3 = 3 . X E P t, + 1 6 . " F-- P D - 4 . ... . -

 Fl=FTEMP2-((4.+EPD}/(4.XAPERP2)+GAMDXAPFRP2
!-EPI(TPAIXAPERP)N((2.-EPD)/TEMP3"AN-b2./TEVIP))-
 F2=EPI ( 16.fPTEtvlPXAPERP5 } xFTEMPI ce FTEMPI "FTEMP2 '
1 X ( 1iT .- P.TF tsJ PX IX P E, Rfi P7 tEP5+ l. 2 . "PTEMP ,S GAM f? ,S.APE.R E, !Y- /- E.-P5

2+7.NPtEMPftAPERP7/EP3+192.XPAIXAPERP81(TFMP"TEMP)
3tt(FTENIP3/(2`f.xEP4xTEIvtP)+(EpD-6.)l(!6eXTFMP3)"AN))
 F3=EPI(4.NPTEMPfAPERP5)XPTEMPIxFTEMP2 '' ' '"" -"
1 ". (4.xPTEMpxAPER. P5./.EPT3r+T""..x.P.TEMPKGAMDscAPERp91EP3

2-pTE;ADftApERp51Ep.32.kPAI-ApERP6/TEMP '
3X(("'EPD'2.)1(4.XEPDXTEMP).(4e"'EPD)/C8.scTEMP3)XAN))

O036
O037

Ti 038

ENER=F1+F2•-•F3
F(I)=ENER
A' p"E' RT' PE-A'PERP+O.Ol

C,O39
O040

300

3001

cbNr"I N'uE-'

WRITE(3,3001}
'FORMAT(1H
WRITE(3,3002)

Ep,GAM.AINI,ALFA
iDOLt1

C042

, 3' HEP5 .9Å~ ,3HGA,eJl ,8Å~ ,2HAO,9X .2HAP/ 1H
    (F{1),I=1.200)

.4Ell.4)

O043
C044

3002 FORMAT(IH ,4HENERI10El1ed})
EP=EP••O.O1

O045
O046

IF(EP.GT.o.45) GO TO 2oo
GO TO 10

O047 END
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Appendix C.

Computer program

pt-c
for the normal cascade

EI=RdY .--.. N=te-7-...--
RECoMBrNATIor{ cF

..COMMON
 EXTERNAL FUNC
D1MENSION

capture calculation

c           GAA[g-"'i:A""R) CCo"UL---iMB

r"B5,IJK,T,H,C.g. ,A,XKsEl.,EN.-..-. .
FUNCe FnR C.LB) v. -e----dbt----t--t----

in.o eo ;.

eoo2
,L.COO3-

M.MrYAO

         READ(5,
     zOO FORMAT(1OF6.3}
-..-.-- pm-.MEW=3.sc1O.lt"4 .....- .-.

         El=1.42"10.0Nxir.11)
.-in-ev---.--m H=1.05ft1O.Of-(-27)..--.-
         CS:1e8g"1O.N"(5)
       -."..R = 5., 3 t . .-.--..---H--. -----.."-

-th -"Hr T(10) ,BETAN (71 .SIG(N(7),
     ftPMMEW{7),P5UM(7},5NC7).PNNEWC7)
  --.v. 1OO) {I(1JK..) ,.tJ)<;1..,10-).-..-.-

OM E-N N- C.7.. 7 }.; 5tQeVIE.(-t ). ; PNN C .7. ..7-)...
-

..e. e o. .k.

CO05
-cLeo6
eoo7
oeos
eoog

.-Q.9 1.Q

pt

CO11
CO12
OOi3
.ec14.
 ec1s
-e. cl6

COt7
CO18
eclg

-9 P" 2O

C02l
ce22
C023
O024

-p C 2-5

CC26
C027

         A=9.8sc10.0M(-7} --"""'-"---"- ""-
-..... -.-EI=9.38"10.0Xt(.r.15)....--...--. -.--.- --------------- --- --" -"--""-k'--" "-'"-' ----'

         RY=9e38flOeOK"(-15)
 .... r- XM=O.61"1O.Otx(-28). . .-. + .-..he--...-..----.."...--...-.-.-.-. ....- .--..--...---- .-.. "-. .
         XK=1.38"1O.OftK(-•16)
.-.- --- .I JK.= 1 - .v ,....... ....-....... -.-. .. -- -pt -. ------.- . va----"- -ivA-M-.--th----de -p"t-"--eL--- ---. -

       1 TEtblP3=6t,.ftElfN2fthfK4NCS"K3/t3elL,NRftA"scHNRy"-g}
...- "---. .-n.... DO 111 NB5:1t7 . n.."-..il..-"--.•---- - ----------------•----------------•-----'-- ` '"-'--

         XNB5=FLOATCtlBS)
         TEMPJ=8.xE1ltx2xITI"CSxK3NxNB5xft71.CRNAgftSNRYN"!1....---.w--...--...-.... -- ..-v.. .
         TEMP4=(2.NXFINXKNT(IJK)/a.It,)N"1e5
         E.-NFm(1,!•1.l-{.X.Ltle5g-"2i.).LXRY ..-..--. --•------ ------• -• ---•
        TENP5=EXP(-(EI-Eti)/(XKNTCIJK)))
-..------ -- . - .T EFI P 1 1 =2 56e "E 1 ""2 sc X. FS "M." X. ?. X-C.S" k3. LLC .3. e

       ftkT(IJK)xxL,}
  -.-.---."HH=Ell(XK"T(IJK}). ..--..--.- -- .

. !k x R" A. xy 6 x X..N- B 5-t- k3xXK" k-gny ."

ee2s
ye- Q. 2 9-T

eo3c
P. -C.3 .l

D2={XKftT(IJK))/(EI-FN)
D1 =Q 2J l.-l-O 1 .

  DI=1O"sc(-4o)
  L:100
+--  cALL s' I N lt {Dl i +i2 -, Dl; 'A-'i i; ;'

  B.E. T. A ti .(.NB 5.1 .= T. EM-P- t 1 !!,A-.1 .G
D,L,FUNC,lNDFR)

eo32
O033

TEMP2=2.N3. 1 c,N" 2NH"N3/ (?."XM"XK ft ft 2"T "JK } ftN7)
..T"LE. M-P-6 = E.XLiP ". E 1 - E-N. )1-( X,KuX. IU")S.L!.H!)-L .
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S.Q39pt-
 O04G
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 O044
pOO4S-
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 O050
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 O058
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 C066
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51GCN(NBS)=TEMP2NbETANCNBS)ftTEMP6
DO 16oO NK=2,7
DO--

          300,500,400
ENP.U -, t.; e •rb' t ./ {Xts DN"2 1.} "RY-.- .+. ..-.wh..-.-- .. --..- .--•. --

EN=(1.-1./(XNKxlt2))xRY
T-EMP7= ( XNDNXt;K ) N lt 51 C (XNK-XND) "x s" (XNK.XND) ftxra ).
TEMP8=1.1(1.-EXP(.(FN-FNDU}1CXKftT(IJK))))
Q.FSt E.-N. N.( ND., L ). =-O

   ;]7.o o.- r:" D ;.1. , 7

XNK=FLOAT(NK)
XND:FLOAT(ND)
1F(NK-ND)

li

1

400

 OMENN (ND ,NK ) =TFMP3KTFt•IP7xTEMP8
-GO TO 1700 . ...-. .. -L-.N-.

TEMP9= ( xNDN'Xi:K ) KN52 c ( xND"xt;k'i"N 5' i'(xNK ;xND) ft "P"a )

Ept DU= { l.. .-. I .I CX ts Ds X. 2} 1 ftRr(

EN=(1."'1el(X"Ktft2))ftRY
J-E MP-LQ;. 1-. LCE. KPJSfSaDU! .ELLNLLLLXauLU i -LA.L.---.---.--.--.---.-.--------•m--

     OMENN(ND,1):O
   ---OME.N N ( ND ,NK ) : TEMP.3"T ENPg "-T EMP ld

     GO TO 1700
j-o. -O--QF.I E. +N. tl. .tt{ D ,-r-/ K l.: Q

 l700 CONTINUE
aasoo--cp.pty-twa
     DO 650        NK=1t7

-sotr.e. E.(NK)=o ..-
 DO 600 ND=1,7'

5.QY` E ( NK }. =-SO-M-E-S-5-K-)-.-O.tMEptmN-LN.Q-,NK L------.-.----

600 CONTINUE
,asO QptJI!SUE

DO
.DO
PNN(ND;NK)=OtlENNcND,NK)1cBETANCNK).SOMFcNK)1

 750
.-700

NK=1s7
ND=1,7-.-

1.-- LQLO..<Q.N.TrNUEr

. 750 CONTrNUE
.?1 DQ--8 Q.Q -,
• 800l

1632

PNNEW(NK)=8ETAN(NK)/ptCBFTAN(NK).SOMECNK))
.r-i K ;..2. ,. z

P. .NN. E.tehl.S p.;.-Q . -"--- -. r..
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 OC7"
 C075
 ec76
 CC 7. -7

 O078
-Q C. 7 9.-.-.

 C080
-CO8l ----

 eos2
9P .e .3-d,

 eos4
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 eos6
 O087
 CC88
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 C094
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 e!oo
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DO
  10
-4 .J- ;-8

l.Q---J-=.1.2-7

 PSUY,(I)=O
.. DO .1100 NK:2,7--
 PMMEW{NK}=O
.DO 1200 ND=1,7
pFaMEw ( NK ) =pMttEvi tNRi"}-+.-r5NiliLt 'ND,NK ) it PNNEw t ND)

-- -P F! -M E by' -( L). : O

 120e CONTINUE
 1100 CONTINUE
--  T"  '-- DO il 3oo NK' 'L 'i ';-i ''" '-

 1300
     IF(INE .LT. 10CO}
     -I-vF.s !m"S.E -..

     1MoE=MoD(INE,1coo}
--..--v.gO-TO.155" -
 1553
.1 5. -5. -m -r I. F S I lvSOE }

 1551 WRITE{6,1631)
-.-1...6 3. ;..-..FORMAT c 6H

     DO 1663 I=1,7
i-6b-3-"5 IY.S-I. )- .=rv 1.. .. PH5U.Fl..{-Ii --,

     5IGM=O.
-----DO 1665 1=l,7. t u
 1665

 1634 FeRMAT(7H
-1.LS.L5+5-PQ-.+2 Q.-1.F.,1.,2"7--t.--- .

PSUF!{NK}.P5UM{kK).PNNfW-cNK)- -.
                60 TO 1555

gT...----1.9iQ.Qq.).--G, Q. ! -fin

IMoE=MoDar"E,ico66i '
        1555, 1551 , 155S.. -.- .- .."
             1NE,(PNNFWCI)

.

                tl:1)7)1
MEW= , 1 6/5X . gHpNNEW c7 ) : , 7Et3.4 L- ..

sIGM=sIGt•s.5IGCN(i} ft lsN(1)
WR ITE C6, 163 `, ) (SN.( 1.) ., I=1 ;.7 }. , Svl.GN

         5NC7)="7E13e 4. 1 OX , sMS IH Gi- = ' ; 'E 1 3.4)

20

e1o4
-Q.1 Q.5

elo6
OI07
OI08

 e1Q.9
 OllO

!

--U..I9

 1400

PNNEW(I)=PMMEh(l}
"I N. E=IN E.1 .ft -- - -- nv .--n+ L.. --.
 1F(INE-MEW) 1118,111a,1119
.DO . 1"O O. NK"F 1 , 7.-- .-nv.- .-. - h,--. -.--

5N(NK)=1.-,P5UMCtsK)
5IGM=O

1500

1710

 DO 1500 NK.1,7
.-S- ;..gS t(t i 5+ .! g5.mM-+. .5"l. <S.C pt. S t` K. )+.lt 5.t" .( NK )

 WRITE{6,17LO) IJK,T(rJK)
FORMAT s-;-H O , 6.U.ty. .L. Mu g. R"-!.3 , s. x,i .3H!- ..:.2-F-6.. 2".L
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.-Ol18 ..H.

 Cl19
-P-lzo.-.
 elzl
-e lz2 T.-.

 e123
-9. !?A- .-.
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 Ol?6

     WRITE(6,1711)
..L7 -1-.1. --fOLRMAT.( l QX , 24.h.. .N. , =..-.l s-2..-.3 Lk.-t- ...J5.i.,.-.6.,v. 7.).---•-- --v---- •-----t --- ----• --••---------•-- '--haJ

     wRITE(6,1712) (BETAN(T);1=1,n;(5IGCNcT)il=1;7),cSNct},li"7),STGM
.J.712 FORMAT(6H BETAts,•1E13.4/RH SIGM.ACpa.,.7E.l-3.`,/.a,t:l..-F5.N.,.tE.I3;-4.16}!-.SJ.C,MA.w.--

     IE13e4/14H OMEGAt,N(7,7))
--"-..-. -.DO 1714 1=1,7.-. . + ---..... .....--------
 1714 WRITE(6,1713) (OPIENNCI.J),J:1,7)
"1-.7-.1.3. .- EORMA. J. t5x,7.E.13..41-.h- ,

--1 7-2 3+

-l7. .22

 1721

 WRITE{6,1723)
 .FORMAT(12H .PNNC7.t7)=).
 DO 1722 I=1,7
- WRITE (6,172V
 FORMAT{sX,7E13.d,)
J.J K-.-=..I JK-•"L .---

(PNb, ( r ,J) ...t.;. 1 t 7)-..

1

al

t

IF{ZJKelO} 1,1,1210
.L2iP--STOP

END

bool '-H'

OO02
FUNCTION fUNC(X) H 'H -' ' "
COMMON Nti5,IJK,TsH,C5,AeXK,E1pEN

-OO03
 OO04
 OO05
 OO06
,t- ooo7
 OO08

DIFIEN5ION-"T'(1o)
G=2fHttC5/(A"XK"TCIJK))
XNB5=F[OAT{NBSi
FUN<;=Xlt"3tEXP(e1"Xt"C-i).(Gttt2/XNb5)"Xftt2)
RETURN
END

'
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